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Par sa nature même, le sport implique la
participation. Le Comité olympique finlandais,
la Ville de Helsinki et le peuple finlandais ont
le grand honneur d’inviter la 130e Session du
CIO à se tenir à Helsinki en 2017. C’est avec
le plus grand plaisir que nous participerions
au rapprochement des dirigeants dévoués et
engagés du Mouvement olympique pour cette
session historique.

L’année des
célébrations
En 2017, la Finlande célébrera le 100e anniversaire de son
indépendance. Dès les premières
heures de notre nation, le succès
de nos athlètes olympiques a
contribué de façon déterminante à épingler durablement la
Finlande sur la carte du monde.
Notre culture sportive florissante
a remarquablement façonné
notre identité nationale, davantage peut-être que dans l’histoire
de toute autre nation. Il n’est par
conséquent nullement surprenant que les valeurs olympiques
reflètent les mêmes valeurs qui
ont fait la renommée de la Finlande : démocratie, santé, égalité,
transparence, développement
durable, éducation et solidarité.
L’année historique 2017 met
en relief la réussite du développement de notre nation et en
accueillant la 130e Session du
CIO, nous souhaitons montrer au
monde entier l’énorme potentiel
du sport pour l’humanité.
L’année 2017 célébrera également les réalisations du Comité
olympique finlandais au cours
des 110 ans de son existence.
Le Comité olympique finlandais
a pour mission de renforcer et
de développer tous les niveaux
du sport. Qu’elle porte sur les
athlètes de haut niveau ou la
pratique sportive de base, sur
l’éducation olympique ou sur
la politique sportive, le Comité
olympique finlandais s’engage à
poursuivre son action pendant
les 110 prochaines années, afin
de créer une réussite encore plus
admirable.

La Finlande –
pour l’amour
du sport
Cette année servira également
à commémorer un moment fort
dans l’histoire olympique de la
Finlande. 65 ans plus tôt exactement, le légendaire médaillé d’or
olympique Paavo Nurmi incarnait les valeurs olympiques pour
toute une nation de spectateurs
lorsqu’il alluma la vasque olympique devant une audience fascinée lors de l’ouverture des Jeux
olympiques de 1952, en faisant
de Helsinki une des plus grandes
villes olympiques.

M. Tallberg a donné
une voix aux athlètes
olympiques
Depuis 1976, M. Peter Tallberg,
membre du CIO, s’est consacré à
promouvoir le Mouvement olympique par le biais de son initiative
visant à créer la Commission
des athlètes du CIO. Depuis lors,
la voix des athlètes olympiques
porte sans cesse plus fort et joue
un rôle de plus en plus important.
La remarquable carrière de M.
Tallberg au sein du CIO prendra
fin en 2017, et nous tenons à
rendre hommage à son héritage
en organisant sa dernière Session
du CIO dans son pays d’origine, la
Finlande.

Helsinki vous souhaite
la bienvenue en 2017
La Finlande constitue une
plateforme neutre pour prendre
les décisions concernant les
prochaines étapes au sein du
Mouvement olympique. Nous
serions profondément honorés
d’accueillir la 130e Session du
CIO à Helsinki en 2017. Finlande
souhaite la bienvenue à Helsinki
à tous les participants de la 130e
Session, pour y poursuivre l’action importante du CIO.
L’emplacement unique de la
Finlande, sa nature verdoyante
et ses équipements modernes,
associés à une technologie
innovante et à des experts
sportifs enthousiastes, en font
l’endroit idéal pour organiser
une 130e Session du CIO qui
restera gravée dans les mémoires.

NOUS ESPÉRONS
AVOIR LE PLAISIR
DE VOUS VOIR À
HELSINKI EN 2017.

By its very nature, sport
is about participation.
We would be delighted to
bring together dedicated
and committed leaders of
sport in order to participate in the historic 130th
IOC Session. It is the honour of the Finnish Olympic
Committee, the City of
Helsinki, and the people of
Finland to invite the 130th
IOC Session to be organised in Helsinki, Finland in
2017.

Finland - For the
love of sport
Year of Celebrations
In 2017, Finland will mark its
100th anniversary of independence. The success of our Olympic
athletes has helped to pin Finland
permanently onto the world map.
Our thriving sports culture has
remarkably shaped our national identity, perhaps more than
in any other nation’s history.
Therefore, it is by no means a
surprise that the Olympic values
reflect the same values for which
Finland has become famous: democracy, health, equality, transparency, sustainability, education,
and solidarity. The milestone
year 2017 highlights our nation’s
successful development story,
and by hosting the 130th IOC Session, we wish to showcase to the
world the power of possibilities
that sport provides humanity.

The year 2017 will celebrate
the achievements made by the
Finnish Olympic Committee
during its 110 years of existence.
The Finnish Olympic Committee
works in order to strengthen and
develop all levels of sports. From
elite athletes to grassroots sports
or from Olympic education to
sports policy, the Finnish Olympic Committee is committed to
continuing its work for the next
110 years in order to establish an
even greater success story.
The year will also serve to
commemorate a significant
moment in Finland’s Olympic
history. Exactly 65 years before,
legendary Olympic gold medallist
Paavo Nurmi brought to life the
Olympic values for a nation of
onlookers when he lighted the

Olympic cauldron to open the
1952 Olympic Games and make
Helsinki one of the great Olympic
Cities. The year 2017 also marks
the 120th anniversary of Paavo
Nurmi’s birth.

Mr. Tallberg gave
Olympic athletes
a voice
Since 1976, IOC Member Mr.
Peter Tallberg devoted himself
to furthering the Olympic movement through his initiative to
establish the IOC Athletes’ Commission. Since then, the voice of
Olympic athletes has been ever
growing. Mr. Tallberg will end his
remarkable IOC career in 2017,
and we wish to honour his legacy
by holding his last IOC Session in
his home country of Finland.

Helsinki welcomes you
Finland offers a neutral platform for decision-making regarding the future steps within the Olympic movement.
We would be deeply honoured to host the 130th IOC Session in Helsinki in 2017. Finland welcomes all participants of the 130th Session to Helsinki in order to continue the significant work of the IOC.
Finland’s unique location, green nature, and modern facilities, combined with innovative technology and
passionate sports experts, makes it the ideal place to organise a memorable 130th IOC Session.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU TO HELSINKI IN 2017.
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Finland for the
love of sport

2012!
BEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

130th
IOC
Session

Year of Celebrations
65 years
since the
Helsinki
Olympic
Games

“Newsweek ranked Finland as the
best country in the world, based
on consistently high scores in
terms of health and quality of
life. “

2017

Finland
100

Paavo
Nurmi
120

2 ON THE
HELSINKI #
012 LIST
TO GO IN 2
45 P L A C E S
“New York Times ranked Helsinki
as the second place on the list of
the 45 Places to go in 2012”

Finnish
Olympic
Committee
110

Helsinki –
Your Host City
As an Olympic City and the
capital of Finland, Helsinki has
preserved its identity as a centre
for sport and design. The 1952
Olympic Stadium overlooks the
city centre, and the five colourful rings continue to inspire a
country and its citizens year after
year. Helsinki was chosen as the
World Design Capital in 2012
and trendsetters from across the
globe come to Helsinki to discover what the future holds .
Top-notch conference facilities
and hotels meet the most demanding requirements of visitors
and a service culture of high
international standard ensures
for a comfortable stay. Finland is
one of the most popular congress
locations in the world, and the list
of international associations who

have chosen Helsinki to host their
conferences is long and impressive. Each year, Helsinki hosts an
average of 150-200 international
conventions attended by more
than 30 000 delegates and 1 600
meetings with nearly 100 000
delegates.
Helsinki is recognised as a city in
which many differing views can
interact in a constructive atmosphere. The city is defined as
dynamic and international - yet
also peaceful and easy-going.
Getting around town is easy and
fast. Most conference and sports
venues, sights, and attractions
are within walking distance of the
city centre. Untouched forests
and a clear Baltic Sea are just a
stone’s throw away from busy
cafes and meeting points.

A city where
Eastern and Western
cultures meet

Built on the Baltic peninsula between East and West,
Helsinki is unique among
the Northern European
cities. It is a city where
eastern flare meets contemporary Scandinavian
style and where urban cosmopolitan lifestyle exists
in perfect harmony with
traditions. The timeless
beauty of the surrounding
nature blends seamlessly
together with high-tech
achievements. Finns are
known to be hospitable;
they commonly master
several foreign languages, and English is widely
spoken.

Democracy gives
space for free thought

An equal
and educated society

Historically the role of sport has
been significant to our country
and the successes of our Olympic athletes have shaped our
national identity. The supporting
pillars of Finnish society mirror
the values of the Olympic movement: democracy, health, equality, transparency, sustainability,
education, and solidarity.
Finland is a parliamentary
democracy with a multiparty
political system and a president
as the head of state. Finland
declared itself independent from
the Russian Empire on 6 December 1917. Previously Finland had
been a grand duchy of the Russian Empire for 108 years and
a part of Sweden for 600 years
before that. Finland became as
a member of the United Nations
(1955) and part of the European
Union (1995). The official currency in Finland is the Euro. Finland
was one the leading pioneers for
women’s rights by granting the
equal voting rights in 1906.

Finland has a high standard of
education, social security, and
healthcare, all financed by the
state. The Finnish School system
has been ranked on the top in
various surveys, including the
PISA Survey.

Please see the appendix 1 for
further details.
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“In 2013 Finland ranked second in the
World Economic Forum’s Human Capital
Index. The index covers education, health
and wellness, workforce and employment,
and enabling environment.”

VENESS!
THIRD IN COMPETITI
“Finland was ranked third in the
World Economic Forum’s 2013-2014
Global Competitiveness Report. The
report assesses the competitiveness
landscapes of 148 economies, providing
knowledge on the drivers of their
productivity and prosperity. ”

Finland represents the traditions
of the Nordic welfare state model. Equality between men and
women has been emphasised
in the Finnish model. Basically,
equality means that all people
are treated the same; everyone
has the same rights and the
same responsibilities. The principles of equality in Finland also
encompass equality regardless
of age, origin, language, religious
belief, or health. Gender equality
has long been a core value in
Finland.

Sustainability
Helsinki is called the pearl of the
Baltic Sea. The surrounding sea,
thousands of lakes, and green
forests are precious to all Finns.
Therefore, sustainability and
green values are an integral part
of everyday life. By 2020 Helsinki
is committed to implementing
environmental management
systems for all major events. An
event Environmental Management System called “Ecocompass” is developed in order measure resource-use efficiency. With
this valuable experience, City of
Helsinki shows the commitment
and know-how needed to be a
sustainable host city.
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FINLAND RANKS SECO
ND IN EQUALITY
“Finland ranks second in equality
based on 2013 Global Gender Gap
by the World Economic forum.”

FINLAND,
AN INNOVATION HOTSPOT!
“In the most recent Global Innovation Index,
Finland is ranked sixth in the world. This report
is co-published by Cornell University, INSEAD
(The Business School for the World),
and the United Nations’ World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO). ”
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Functionalyet fun
The conference venue,
Messukeskus Helsinki,
is situated near the city
centre, making it easy for
congress visitors to enjoy
the social programme,
the city’s cultural offerings, and shopping. All of
the hotels can be reached
within 10 minutes from
the conference centre and
a high standard hotel
is available at the
conference venue.

Location map
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Please see appendix 2
for further
information.

Behind the scenes:
organisational
structure
Finland is famous for its efficient
yet flexible working methods.
Cooperation across sectors and
networks is easy to accomplish
in our small, closely connected
country. Different sectors are
willing to offer their best experiences and expertise in order to
reach common goals and shared
interest.
The main organiser of the IOC
session will be the Finnish Olympic Committee. The Ministry of
Education and Culture as well as
the City of Helsinki will serve as
the main partners of the event.

These different stakeholders are
prepared to commit themselves
financially to the organisation of
the 130th IOC Session.
At the heart of every event in
Finland are the volunteers. High
profile volunteers are available
through a database storing volunteer information from previous
events. Through this database,
the most educated, qualified, and
experienced volunteers will be
selected to serve in this special
event. The volunteers comprise the
largest workforce during the event.

“It has always been close to my
heart to play for the Finnish
national team. The Olympic
Stadium as a home ground and
the Finnish people supporting
us, create a special atmosphere
time after time. The beauty of
sport is that the national team,
Finnish fans, the leaders of sport,
sponsors and the city of Helsinki
all play as a team. Finns are
reliable and efficient hosts for all
types of sporting events.
I welcome the 130th IOC Session
to Helsinki!”
Sami Hyypiä, 1999–2009 Liverpool F.C.,
2009–2011 Bayer 04 Leverkusen, Manager
of Bayer 04 Leverkusen 2012–present.
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Finland invites and unites
people through sport,
culture, and technology.
The fastest connection
from Asia to Europe is
through Finland and the
frequent global flight
connections make the
country easy to access.
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Perfect location
The Helsinki-Vantaa airport is
the leading Northern European
transit airport connecting Europe
and Asia. In 2012 the airport
served 14.9 million passengers.
Approximately forty airlines serve
Helsinki, and airport boasts more
than 160 international landings
each day.
The transport time from the
Helsinki-Vantaa airport to the
city centre is 25 minutes. Shuttle
buses and cars will be available
for transfer at all times for the
session delegates. The venue is

located within a 10-minute drive
from all the official session hotels.
Transportation will be punctual
and easy to use throughout the
IOC Session. Traffic in Helsinki
runs smoothly without major
delays throughout the day.
Finavia provides unlimited
complimentary wireless access at
the Helsinki-Vantaa airport.
In general, online access is the
most up-to-date, unlimited,
and provided by hotels free-ofcharge.

Y
THE WORLD´S MOST SMOOTHL
FUNCTIONING STATE!
“In 2013 Finland was the most favourably
ranked country in the world in the Failed
Stated Index for the third year in a row.
This index is published annually by Foreign
Policy Magazine and Fund for Peace.”

HELSINKI AIRPORT NOMINATE
D THE BEST
IN NORTHERN EUROPE
“Helsinki Airport was voted the best
airport in Northern Europe in 2013.
The World Airport Awards are
based on Skytrax surveys. (4/2013)”
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The Helsinki metropolitan
area boasts about 12 000
hotel rooms, the majority
of which are within 1.5
kilometres of the city centre. Most major international hotel chains, including Best Western, Crowne
Plaza, Hilton, Holiday Inn,
Luxury Collection, Radisson Blu, Scandic, and boutique luxury hotels have a
presence in Helsinki.

Enjoy your stay
A block of 1 200 rooms is reserved to secure accommodation for all IOC
delegates and the media. Rooms have been preliminary booked in the
following hotels:
Crowne Plaza Helsinki ****
Hotel Haven *****
Hotel Kämp *****
Hotel GLO ****
Hilton Helsinki Strand *****
Hilton Helsinki Kalastajatorppa *****
Holiday Inn Helsinki Messukeskus ****, in connection with the venue
Hotel rooms have also been booked at several Scandic Hotels, Sokos
Hotels, Holiday Inn Hotels, and Cumulus Hotels, all belonging to
the 3-4 star categories. The room allocation per constituent group
can be agreed upon at a later stage of the process.
Please see the appendix 3 for further details.

Room rates in 2013:
5 star
4 star
3 star
2 star and hostel

220–500€
140–280€
80–190€
35–80€

(Rates include taxes, breakfast and WiFi)

Exceptionally accessible at
a central location in Helsinki, Messukeskus is the
ideal setting for the 130th
IOC Session. Messukeskus
is a full-service conference
venue with seven halls
and 53 meeting facilities
and the perfect partner
for organising large-scale,
international events. For
instance ASEM 6 Summit
2006 was organised in
Messukeskus.
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“Helsinki is a safe city where
everything works, and it was
seen as a great congress destination. We had the full attention
from the organisers and every
additional request was looked
after right away. Also, the catering was honestly the best we
have had in many years. Conferencing technology and all other
services worked efficiently too.”
Inge Hanser, Managing Director
of congress specialist CPO HANSER
SERVICE GmbH and organiser of the 23rd
European Congress of Pathology,
held at Messukeskus

Ideal for
decision-making
With an unparalleled repertoire
of services, Messukeskus is an
optimal setting for the IOC Session. It is a venue that is known
for its hospitality. The dedicated
and multilingual personnel are
on hand at all times, making sure
that the venue is fully functional
throughout the occasion.

Messukeskus is the first Finnish
congress centre to be awarded
the ISO 14001 environment certificate.

The venue offers the latest
audio-visual and communications technology and free WiFi
throughout its premises. During
2013, Messukeskus was fully
renewed and equipped with most
up-to-date equipment and services available.

Another opportunity
for the venue

Please see appendix 4.1. for the
floor plan of Messukeskus.
Please see appendix 4.2. for the
scaled floor plan of Messukeskus.

Besides the functional and efficient conference venue Messukeskus, we kindly bring into your
awareness an opportunity to
host the session in the beautiful
Finlandia Hall. It is smaller than
Messukeskus, but this unique and

stylish white marble building offers luxury and high class facilities
to host the IOC Session. Finlandia
Hall is located right at the city
centre, on the Töölönlahti bay, and
is across the street from two of
the main IOC Session hotels. Most
of the other IOC Session hotels
are a walking distance away from
the venue.
If Finland will be short listed to
host the historical IOC Session we
would be delighted to offer more
information regarding the Finlandia Hall and its facilities. During
the visit to the finalist cities, a
complete introduction will be
given.

Finland has wealth of
experience in organising
large-scale media operations. Our specialists are
requested internationally
to be part of major media
processes because of their
visions and skills in this
area.
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Professional
media team at
your service
The Host Broadcaster is likely
to be the Finnish Broadcasting
Company YLE. YLE staff is part of
the Host Broadcasting team at
the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics
and high quality professionals
would also be part of the YLE
team during the IOC Session.
The Eurovison/EBU satellite and
fibre-optic network will be used
for the international distribution
of the Host Broadcaster signal(s)
and the unilateral signals.
The broadcasting will be done
from the YLE CNCT/Master
Control Room, which has fully
backed-up fibre-optic connectivity
to the IOC Session venue. In order to ensure the high quality of
media operations, the facilities of
YLE are within only 500 metres
of the venue. Other broadcasters’
SNG’s and fly-aways can easily be
located and served next to the
IBC facilities at the venue.

events, including various European and World Championships as
well as important political events,
the EU presidency of 2006, and
the Eurovision Song Contest of
2007. It works constantly with
international broadcasters,
federations, political entities, and
service providers. YLE has been a
part of the IOC Host Broadcasting
team at various Olympic Games.
For example, Mr. Tapani Parm
was the director of the Opening
Ceremonies of London Olympic
Games.

We would like to create a common media area for the IBC
and MPC, in which all the media
operations can take place. This
would help the IOC to organise
press events. One-to-one interviews and other briefings with
Please see appendix 4 for imthe media are easily reachable at
plementation of the media area.
the same location. We will treat
the media as one family and as
one important group for the IOC.
Food and beverages will be within
LO G Y !
ECHNO
T
N
O
I
easily reach and at an outstandT
FORMA
E IN IN
N
O
ing level for media.
R
E
NUMB
YLE has vast experience in
coordinating large international

“The Network Readiness Index (NRI),
which lies at core of the report, ranks
Finland as the most prepared economy
to use ICT to boost competitiveness and
well-being in 2013.”
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!
LEAST CORRUPT IN THE WORLD
“Finland shared the distinction of being
the least corrupt country in the world with
Denmark and New Zealand in the 2012
Corruption Perceptions Index produced
by Transparency International.”

Strong commitment from
different national and local
actors has already been
obtained. The Ministry of
Education and Culture has
confirmed that the Government of Finland will support
the staging of the 130th
IOC Session in Finland. The
Ministry of Education and
Culture together with the
City of Helsinki are committed to financially support the
session.

Stakeholders
financially
committed
The Finnish Olympic Committee
has started negotiations with the
secretariat of the committee for
the 100th anniversary of Finnish
Independence to include the IOC
Session as the main highlight of
the year’s programme. Funding opportunity is also possible
through this co-operation.
The IOC Session will also attract
sponsors and partners. Funding

through different initiatives are
expected to take place.
Please see appendix 5 for the
budget and the appendixes 6-8
for the letters from:
President of Republic of
Finland, Mr. Niinistö;
The Ministry of Culture and
Sport, Mr. Arhinmäki;
Mayor of Helsinki, Mr. Pajunen.
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Services
within easy
reach
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Visa and passport requirements, customs
Citizens of Nordic countries
(Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, and
Norway) do not need a passport
for entry into Finland. EU-nationals and citizens of Liechtenstein,
Monaco, San Marino, Switzerland, and Schengen Agreement
countries can enter Finland with
a valid passport or a valid identity card. All other nationalities
require a valid passport.
Finland has signed bilateral
customs cooperation agreements
with various countries.
The agreements enable international cooperation, for instance in
customs control and in customs
crime prevention.
As a rule, foreign nationals who
require an entry visa are requested to apply for one from the diplomatic mission that represents
Finland in their home country.
It is recommended to apply for
a visa at least 3 months in
advance of the congress.

Medical services and
vaccinations
Medical equipment and medical
expertise are of the highest international standard, and they will
be available twenty-four hours
a day in several foreign languages. At the Messukeskus a team
of 3-5 Finnish Red Cross medical
personnel will be present during
the entire event. A medical room
and an ambulance are available
at all times.
No special vaccinations are required when travelling to Finland.

Air quality
Finland’s cities are small and
traffic is not as heavy. The quality
of air in Finland is very good
throughout the year.

Water quality
Tap water in Finland is safe to
drink. It has been regarded as the
best tap water in the world. There
is no need to buy bottled water in
Finland.

Food safety
Finnish cuisine is based on fresh
and natural ingredients that vary
according to the season. Typical
Finnish food includes vegetables,
mushrooms, berries, fish, and
meat. Helsinki’s own cuisine also
features influences from both
East and West. High quality foods
for all dietary requirements are
available.

Climate and weather
Beautiful Nordic summer days
shine last late into the evening,
and our weather is pleasant
during the summer. The days
are at their longest during the
second half of June, when the
sun stays above the horizon for
19 hours a day. Its intermediate
climate combines characteristics
of both a maritime and
a continental climate.
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The event is expected to
receive broad interest
and enthusiasm among
Finns and those abroad.
Since the year marks the
100th anniversary of Finnish Independence, street
festivals, open events, or
pop-up gatherings are
planned to take place
throughout the year. The
130th IOC Session, being
the only one of its kind, is
expected to attract smaller side events, without
drawing attention away
from the IOC Session. The
organisers will erect a TV
screen in the city centre to
give city inhabitants and
visitors alike the opportunity to be a part of the IOC
Session.

Designed
to enhance
your
experience
HIRD
, THE T
I
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“The index measures quality of life in
terms of safety, climate, public transport,
environmental issues, medical care, and
business conditions.”

Opening Ceremony
and host city election
The Opening Ceremony and
the host city election will be the
highlights of the session and
therefore special attention will
be channelled towards these
occasions. The head of the state,
President of Republic of Finland
as well as the Minister of Culture
and Sport, together with their
teams are informed and part of
the planning process of the 130th
IOC Session from the very beginning. Therefore, Finland is able to
guarantee a high-class, well-organised programme for the IOC
members and their spouses that
meets or excels even the highest
of standards.

Head of state
presentation and
working dinners
Due to the fact that Finland is a
small country with efficient and
functional networks, planning and
decision making process can be
done without long procedures.
When designing the programme
for the head of the state presentation, the Finnish Olympic
Committee has the possibility to
consult and work together with
the Ministry of Education and
Culture, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, embassies, and other
relevant parties.
Working dinners will be organised
in elite locations with exceptional
hospitality.
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Guest programme
and daily activities
A guest programme will be
planned together with the City of
Helsinki. Several cultural personalities such as singers, actors, or
designers closely cooperate with
the Finnish Olympic Committee
and its partners, ensuring for an
interesting, amusing, and entertaining programme of all our
guests.
Finland and Helsinki in particular
is the centre for contemporary
art and design. Our minimalistic,
sophisticated, and stylish design
culture is “ageless”. World famous
interior and furniture designers,
captivating print-fabrics, and
modern-technology are worth
exploring. The guest and social
proragmme offers opportunities
to discover the strong design
culture.
Several day excursions will be
available to see the countryside
and to enjoy the peace and quiet
of Finnish nature. The world
famous archipelago is worth the
visit even for a short period of
time. The best way to enjoy the
archipelago is to take boat cruise
tour around beautiful coastline of
Helsinki.
There are many attractive
destinations within a few hours’
drive from the capital – quaint,
picturesque towns and villages,

museums, and workshops. The
small town of Porvoo with its
section of old wooden houses and
its medieval Cathedral or Fiskars,
an idyllic ironworks village with
its shops and exhibitions are just
a couple of nearby destinations
worth visiting.

Restaurants
Helsinki has over a thousand
restaurants serving cuisines for
all tastes. Cultural influences
from both the East and the West
add their own flavours to the
mix. Whether you are looking for
Finnish cuisine, seafood, fusion,
or just a burger, Helsinki has it all.

Pre- and Post- session
tours
Once in Finland, many delegates
may wish to continue to explore the country or journey to
neighbouring countries. There
are excellent opportunities for
pre-congress and post-congress
tours. Visits to Finnish Lapland,
the Finnish Lake District and to
the neighbouring cities of
St. Petersburg, Tallinn, and
Stockholm are all very popular.
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A Board of Safety and
Security is generally set
up to support the needs of
the events such as the Ice
Hockey World Championships 2012-2013, Eurovision
Song Contest 2007, ASEM
6 Summit 2006, World
Championships in Athletics
2005, the European Council
meetings 1999 and 2006,
and the European Security
Council 1975 at which the
heads of state of both the
United States of America
and Soviet Union were
present.
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Secured
stay
There will be two main actors for the security arrangements:
1. Finnish Olympic Committee
2. Authorities responsible for the security arrangements are police and organisations giving help in the official
capacity, which are necessary for securing the event and its participants. Under the Finnish model, the
event organiser and the local authorities work together in close cooperation with thorough planning.
The main actors are the following:
1) Chairman of the Board of Safety and Security
2) Helsinki Police Department
Responsible for all operational police duties, public order, and safety the maintenance outside of the event.
Responsible for the personal protection of representatives of the government and supporting the convoys
of high-class representatives. Licensing authority.
3) Finnish Security Intelligence Service
An operational security authority whose core functions are counterterrorism, counterespionage, and
security work. The basic values of the Security Intelligence Service are legality, reliability, and quality.
4) Helsinki Fire Department, risk management, and licensing authority
5) Finnish Border Guard
6) Finnish Customs
7) Security Office of the City of Helsinki
Responsible of maintaining high level of safety in city properties and real estate.
8) Finavia, Finland’s national airport operator
9) Port of Helsinki, Finland’s national harbour operator
10) Head of Security of the event
Responsible of all safety and security operations and planning for the conference.

The Chairman of the Board of
Safety and Security and the Head
of Security will communicate
with all agencies necessary to
maintain the highest standards
of safety for all participants of
the IOC Session. All the hotels
and venues are to be thoroughly audited and individual safety
measures will be adjusted per
observations and needs.
Police authorities will give its

support adjusted to the scale of
the event. High-level delegates
will increase the attention of the
local and national authorities and
personal protection needs are
evaluated per delegation. Close
cooperation with all the authorities is of paramount importance.
Many international events have
proven that the level of safety in
Finland is of a very high standard.

HELSINKI RANKS SECOND
IN PERSONAL SAFETY
“The Mercer-survey identifies those cities
with the highest personal safety ranking
based on international stability, crime
levels, law enforcement effectiveness, and
the host country’s international relations
(2011).”
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Legacy
Successful sports
culture has shaped
the Finnish national
identity
Sport has played an important
role during the years of our
independence. The 1952 Olympic
Games opened a new era in the
history of Finland’s independence. In 2017 it will be exactly 65
years ago when the eyes of the
world were turned towards this
small northern capital, putting
Finland in front of an international audience for the first time
in history. Finland was seen as a
country that dreams are made
of. Finns came out from behind
a shadow of modesty to explore
their own strengths. The success
story of Finland had begun.

Celebrating 100 years
of independence

From inspiration
to action

By hosting the 130th IOC Session
Finland wishes to turn the world’s
gaze back to Helsinki. During this
special year, Finland will celebrate its anniversary together
with its international friends. The
future of the sports culture is full
of possibilities, and during the
year 2017 we hope to harness
the power of sport towards new
dimensions.

Through Olympic Education the
Olympic values will be brought to
life in Finnish schools. Our streets
will be turned into meeting points
and sporting events will welcome
everyone. The year will serve as a
milestone for the vision that the
Finnish Olympic Committee and
the Finnish Sports Confederation
have envisaged: “Physically the
most active sports nation in the
world by 2020”.

Activating all levels
of sport
Athletes are the heart of the
Olympic movement. In addition
to athletes, the Finnish Olympic
Committee respects and values
all actors within the field of sport.
Throughout the year, the Finnish
Olympic Committee will celebrate
the game changers and action
makers – from elite athletes to
eager volunteers, from Olympic educators to sports policy
makers.
The year 2017 will mark the
120th anniversary of the birth of
Olympic runner Paavo Nurmi, and
by honouring his historical legacy Finland wishes to find other
remarkable individuals who could
continue this storyline of athletic
achievement.

Exploring and
maximizing the
power of sport
This special year aims to encourage the various layers of sport
to dream of how the next 100
years will look like. We hope that
the activities throughout the year
will inspire the planning of new
initiatives for action.
Sport is participation, and everybody has a role to play in sport.
We trust that the IOC will chose
to participate in this special year
by electing to hold the 130th IOC
session in Helsinki, Finland. We
wish to honour the history of the
Olympic movement and would
be delighted to witness how the
future of the Olympic movement
will be shaped.

Mr. Peter Tallberg will end
his astonishing IOC career
in 2017 which has lasted
more than 40 years. His
unique career will undoubtedly inspire others to follow
his footsteps.
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Additional information
regarding the venue
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Additional information regarding the venue for
the IOC Session 2017 – Messukeskus Helsinki,
Expo and Convention Centre
Please see below the suggested
allocation for IOC Session 2017.
Our allocation now leaves for
example halls 4-7 empty meaning
that the media area can also be
allocated upstairs in hall 4 and 5
or in hall 6 or 7 instead of hall 3.

Please see Appendix 4.1. for
the floor plan of Messukeskus.
Please see also Appendix 4.2.
for the scaled floor plan of
Messukeskus.

IOC SESSION HALL
• Hall 1, auditorium
• Seating areas B, C, D, H and I, total of 1232 seats
• Max capacity of the hall is 4400
ANNOUNCEMENT CEREMONY HALL
• Room 101abc, 744 sqm, for max 770 seats in theatre
EXECUTIVE BOARD
• Winter Garden Cabinet
ALL MEDIA AREA
• Hall 3 + foyer area; can be combined with hall 2
ENTRANCE, REGISTRATION, SECURITY CHECK
• Southern entrance area
CLOAK ROOM
• Glass gallery area beside the registration
ALL OTHER SMALLER ROOMS
• Conference Centre rooms (one allocation below)
CATERING
• Several fixed restaurants or separately built areas in the halls,
which have been mutually agreed
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Fixed meeting rooms
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Hall 1 – auditorium for IOC Session Hall:
Hall 1/Amfi Hall is 3887 sqm
gross having the ceiling height of
12 m - 16,7 m. Hall 1 is used in
auditorium style where the floor
seating (A-E) are in theatre style
and lower and upper circles

(F-L and M-T) in auditorium style.
For IOC Session 2017 we suggest
to leave out of use of the upper
circle seats as well as the seats A,
E, F, G, K and L. This use sums up
to the total of 1232 seats.

Room 101abc - Announcement Ceremony Hall for IOC:
Room 101abcd is a total of 961 sqm. Referring to the sqm criteria, three
sections (abc - total of 744 sqm) are sufficient for the Announcement
Hall of IOC leaving room 101d available for another use.
The room 101 in figures:
Length: 37,5 m
Width: 28,6 m, pilar points 27,3 m, width of the lowest area 4,6 m
Height: 6,5 m, height of the lowest area 3 m
Sqm: 961 m²
Stage in Room 101:
Length 8,7 m
Width 16,7 m
Height 0,9 m
Height on the stage to the ceiling 5,5 m
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In-house services
All lecture rooms in the halls and in the Conference Centre include
the following:
• Basic furnishing (theatre, class room, conference table, U-form)
• Screen or TV-monitor
• Conference loud speaker system in larger rooms over 50 sqm
• Beamer
• Daily cleaning
IOC SESSION would be responsible for the cleaning of the separately built catering
areas and possible poster and exhibition areas

•
•
•
•

Air conditioning
Basic lights
Basic signage showing the way the halls and rooms
Congress organizing team (project manager, technical advisor, caterer,
AV-technician, floor manager)

Services including AV & IT-technique:
The venue offers also full service package in AV and IT -technology: planning, set-up and supervision with the latest congress technique equipment.
The subsidiary SVV Ltd operates in our venue, but allows IOC SESSION
to bring its own technique supplier.
Free Wi-Fi for all users in IOC SESSION are offered as follows:
• Wi-Fi without a password for congress delegates in Conference Centre
and in the lobby and restaurant areas
• Own, special network can be built for IOC Session which is available
throughout the venue.
A business Centre can be found by the hotel lobby and ATM cash registers
are found in the restaurant world and in the entrance area. The closest
Post office is located by the Pasila railway station (300 m), but a mail box
can be found outside the venue.
As mentioned earlier the digital signage in the entire venue was renewed
last summer and offers now a huge potential for IOC to use either for
marketing or media attraction. The so called basic signage to the halls
and rooms use black and white as media colors. Each room at the
Conference Centre has a power point operated electric signage which
can be adjusted hourly.
Catering by Fazer Restaurants Ltd
The restaurant operations and other retailing or serving food and beverage
at the Messukeskus is the responsibility of Fazer Restaurants Ltd,
a professional in its own field. Catering services for the congress are
tailor-made according to IOC SESSION’s wishes. A food tasting is
organized at your convenience.

Bid to host
the 130th
IOC Session
in Helsinki,
Finland
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APPENDIX 1

Facts about Finland
Population:
5.43 million (2013)
Surface area:
338 000 km
Capital:
Helsinki
Population of the capital:
596 500
Government:
An Independent Republic
since 1917
Member of EU:
Since 1995
Official languages:
Finnish and Swedish
Currency:
Euro
GDP per capita:
35 600 (2012)
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APPENDIX 3.1.

Hotels

Crowne Plaza Helsinki
****

Hotel Haven
*****

Hotel Kämp
*****

Total number of rooms 349 (270
standard rooms, 33 Club rooms,
42 Junior Suites)
The Crowne Plaza Helsinki is an
upscale hotel with high-quality
services and a four-time-winner
of World Travel Award “Finland’s
Leading Hotel”. The Club Floor on
the top floor features Club rooms
and Suites and the Club Lounge.

Total number of rooms 77 (22
Comfort rooms, 25 Style rooms,
29 Lux rooms)
A member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World chain,
the Hotel Haven is designed to
provide homely warmth, exclusive comfort and high-quality
services for the discerning guest.
First class service is supported
by high-quality restaurants. Hotel
Haven was chosen Small Luxury
Hotels Chain’s hotel of the year in
2013 among over 520 hotels in
70 different countries.

Total number of rooms 179
Legendary Hotel Kämp has been
offering elegance to its customers already since 1887. The true
5 star hotel is one of the most
valued historical buildings in
central Helsinki. Offering luxurious facilities and unsurpassed
service in Finland, Hotel Kämp
is located in the very heart of
the city at Pohjoisesplanadi with
its neo-classical architecture,
designer shops and elegant
Esplanade Park. It is within a few
minutes’ walk of the harbor and
close to all major cultural sites.
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APPENDIX 3.2.

Hotels

Hotel GLO
****

Hilton Helsinki Strand
*****

Hilton Helsinki
Kalastajatorppa *****

Total number of rooms 144
In connection with Hotel Kämp,
Hotel GLO is a modern and urban
lifestyle hotel in the middle of
Helsinki. GLO offers its guests a
staggering variety of recreational
opportunities including sports,
culture, dining, and health services in the hotel itself and outside
its walls.

Total number of rooms 190
Hilton Helsinki Strand, a stylish
and comfortable downtown hotel,
is located by the sea, within walking distance of the city centre
and the historic sights of Helsinki. The location is ideal for both
business and holiday travellers.
In addition to the bright, spacious
rooms, the hotel offers versatile
meeting and conference spaces
for small negotiations and big
dinners alike.

Total number of rooms 238
Hilton Helsinki Kalastajatorppa has an ideal location on the
shores of the Baltic Sea. Hilton
Helsinki Kalastajatorppa has a
long and diverse history: many
international conferences and
events have been held here
during the years. The unique
surroundings, tasteful decoration, high-class restaurants and
diverse meeting and banquet
rooms together create exciting
atmosphere for hotel stays and
events of all kinds.

Holiday Inn Helsinki
Messukeskus ****
in connection with the venue
Total number of rooms 244
The Holiday Inn Helsinki Messukeskus is immediately adjacent to
the conference venue, offering its
visitors convenient location and
great services.

*Please note also that there are
no official hotel ratings in
Finland. The ratings provided
above are based on hotels
management’s evaluation.
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Hotel clusters for the 130th IOC Session in Helsinki, July 2017

Option 1 total: 492 rooms
Hilton Helsinki Strand *****
Guest room; 139€/single, 159€/double or twin
Deluxe room; 189€/single, 209€/double or twin

100 rooms booked

total capacity 190 rooms

Radisson Blu Plaza ****
Standard; 149€/single, 169€/double or twin
Business; 209€/single, 229€/double or twin
Executive suite; 600€ (1-2 persons)
Confirmed rates for 2017

150 rooms booked

total capacity 302 rooms

Option 2 total: 440 rooms (in 2017: 498 rooms)
Hotel Kämp *****
Room rate 290€

100 rooms booked

total capacity 179 rooms

Hotel GLO Kluuvi ****
Room rate 220€

100 rooms booked

total capacity 184 rooms

Hotel Haven *****
50 rooms booked
Comfort room (20 rooms); 220€/single, 250€/double
Style room (20 rooms); 280€/single, 310€/double
Lux suite (10 rooms); 330€/single, 360€/double
Confirmed rates for 2017. In 2016, the total number of rooms will be 135.
A total of 1750 rooms is booked for IOC for the period of July 15-26, 2017.
All rates include breakfast, taxes and Wi-Fi.

total capacity 77 rooms
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Option 1
Hilton Helsinki Strand
Radisson Blu Plaza

Option 2
Hotel Kämp
GLO Hotel Kluuvi
Hotel Haven

Venue
Messukeskus
Map © 2014 Google >
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18 km

1 km
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When paper size A3, scale ≈ 1:1500
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Yours sincerely,
Risto Nieminen
President of the Finnish Olympic Committee
and The IOC Session Bid Team

